940,000 signatures attained - We need your help for the last 60,000 signatures!

Dear friends of campaign ELIANT

We now need only 60,000 signatures more to reach one million

Please help us to collect these last, vital signatures!
By mid-June we want to submit the signatures to the EU Commission in Brussels.
The ELIANT petition campaign has almost successfully achieved its goal.

Support the European Alliance of Initiatives for Applied Anthroposophy / Eliant in its civil society commitment to Europe:

Promoting free choice in child-rearing and education, pluralism of methods and therapeutic freedom in medicine, and sustainable economics – particularly in the field of agriculture.

The best way to help us now, is:

- In the coming weeks please find further possible signatories in clubs, associations, and at events; signature lists can be downloaded at www.eliant.eu
- Please consider which email lists and networks you know that have not yet been asked for their signatures, and forward an email to them with a small personal note or comment.
- Publicize our new ELIANT campaign page on Facebook - where you can find current information and pictures with a link to online signing.

We will be very pleased to help you with all practical questions. Please talk to us or send us an email, to: info@eliant.eu; or fax: 0049 7621 168 1863

With warm thanks and greetings
On behalf of the ELIANT Alliance Core members

Andreas Biesantz PhD, Jürgen Erdmenger LL.D., Nikolai Fuchs, Michaela Glöckler MD, Thomas Göing, Günther Schulz, Heike Sommer, Christof Wiechert

Contact: Action ELIANT
Postfach 1180
79501 Lörrach
Germany

You can access our donation accounts here